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Pokemon go appraise

Upgrade correction in 0.35.0 Trainers is introduced to a new mechanic. The Pokemon GO rating allows players to learn more about their Pokemon from team leader Spark, Candela or Blanche.The data you get from Pokemon GO (individual values)Certain stats (Attack, Defense, HP)Attack Stat = Pokémon deal more
Damage per Second Defense Stat = Pokémon takes smaller damage Sustainability stats = Pokémon has more HP maximum (health scores)PokemonStep 1 review: Use your main menu Step 2: Select your Pokemon inventory.Step 3: Select a single Pokemon. Step 4: Select the menu in the lower right corner of the
screen. Step 5: Now, select Evaluation, the team leader will begin his analysis of that Pokemon.Below we will list all the team leader phrases they use to analyze pokemon. You get a lot of useful information about your Pokemon, such as stats, IV rating and even Size.Pokemon AppraisalTeam Valor Pokemon GO
AppraisalIV Range Candelan PhraseValorIV PhraseIv RangeOverall, your (Pokemon Name) simply amazes me. It can achieve anything!80% to 100%Overall (Pokemon Name) is a strong Pokemon. You should be proud!67% - 79%Overall (your Pokemon name) is a decent Pokemon51% - 66%Overall (your Pokemon
name) may not be great in battle, but I still like it!0% - 50%Stat Range Candela's phrase The team leader also shows the best statistic (offense, defense, endurance) that Pokemon has. Valor PhraseStatsI is astounded by his stats. Wow! A statistic with a bonus value (IV) of 15, maximum. That's excellent statistics! How
exciting! Statistics with a bonus value (IV) of 13 to 14.Its statistics show that in battle it gets the job done. A statistic with a bonus value (IV) of 8 to 12.Its statistics do not indicate greatness in battle. The statistic with bonus value (IV) 0 - 7.Size Candelan PhraseValor PhraseSizeYour (Pokemon Name) is gigantic - the
biggest I've ever seen! XLYour (Pokemon Name) is quite large, that's for sure! LargeAww, what a small (Pokemon name)! It's kind of cute, I'd say. SmallYour (Pokemon Name) is so small I almost didn't notice it! XSTeam Mystic Pokemon GO ReviewIv Range Blanchen PhraseMystic PhraseIV RangeOverall, your
(Pokemon Name) is a miracle! What a breathtaking Pokemon!80% - 100%Overall, Your (Pokemon Name) has certainly caught my eye.67% to 79%Overall (your Pokemon name) is above average.51% to 66%Overall (your Pokemon name) probably won't make much progress in the fight.0% to 50%Stat Range Blanche's
phrase The team leader also shows the best statistic (attack, defense, endurance) that Pokemon has. Mystic PhraseStatsIts stats exceed my calculations. It's unbelievable! A statistic with a bonus value (IV) of 15, maximum. I have to say that I am really impressed with its statistics. A statistic with a bonus value (IV) of 13
to 14.Its stats are significantly positive. Statistics with bonus value (IV) 8 - 12. statistics are not outside the norm, in my opinion Statistics with a bonus value (IV) of 0 - 7.Size 7.Size PhraseMystic PhraseSizeCost (Pokemon Name) is... Huge. This is indeed exceptional. Fascinating! XLYour (Pokemon Name) is larger than
average in size. LargeYour (Pokemon Name) is smaller than average in size. SmallYour (Pokemon Name) is tinier than anything we have recorded. Astounding.XSTeam Instinct Pokemon GO Review Area Spark PhraseInstinct PhraseIV RangeOverall, your (Pokemon Name) looks like that it can actually fight with the
best!80% - 100%Overall, your (Pokemon Name) is really strong!67% - 79%Overall (your Pokemon name) is pretty decent!51% - 66%Overall (with your Pokemon name) there's room for improvement when the fight goes.0% to 50%Stat Range Spark's sentence Team leader also shows the best statistic (Attack , Defense,
Endurance), which Pokemon has. Instinct PhraseStatsIts stats are the best I've ever seen! There's no doubt about it! A statistic with a bonus value (IV) of 15, maximum. Its statistics are really strong! Impressive.Stat bonus (IV) value 13 - 14.Se definitely good stats. Definitely! A statistic with a bonus value (IV) of 8 to
12.Its stats are fine, but kind of basic, from there. The statistic with bonus value (IV) 0 - 7.Size Spark's PhraseInstinct PhraseSizeYour (Pokemon Name) is just HUGE! XLYour (Pokemon Name) is big! LargeYour (Pokemon Name) is a bit small of its kind, isn't it? SmallWh-who. It's the finest (Pokemon Name) I've ever
seen! XS Pokémon Go's evaluation feature received a major update in the latest update and makes it easier to determine Pokémon's unique values. Before updating, the evaluation feature lets your team leader tell you how strong Pokémon is through different dialogue lines. Each combination of dialogue revealed how
strong individual values (IV) are in HP, attack and defense stats in Pokémon. Finding out pokémon's resumes was a little complicated, but now it's much easier. Here's everything you need to know about the update and how to determine the strengths of your Pokémon. Niantic HOW TO USE EVALUATION AND
DETERMINES the evaluation feature of IVS Pokémon Go is still located in the same location as always, between the Favorite and Transfer options. By selecting Evaluation, the leader of your team will appear and say how big this pokémon is relative to its other species. A diagram showing Attack, Defense, and HP
statistics is displayed on the left side. Each statistic has three bars, each equivalent to 5 TB. The circle whose symbol appears above the chart specifies the total NÄ's of Pokémon. The symbol has three stars, and the fourth surrounds the circle. They will be met as the number of IDs increases. Here's a simple
assessment of what star value means in the new evaluation feature. Zero stars = 0 percent - 49 percentOne's star = 50 percent - 64.4 percentAdd stars = 66.7 percent - 80 percent3 stars = 82 percent - 98 percentFour stars = 100 GO REVIEW TIPS AND TRICKS The new update just didn't give a makeover makeover
Resumes are configured to make it easier to check multiple Pokémon at once. When you use evaluation, you can swipe left and right to go to the next Pokémon and the app will automatically calculate its NÄ codes. It's pretty simple and makes it easier to figure out Pokémon's strengths faster. Another tip is when using
the Pokémon bag search function. Writing 4* the search feature reveals all the Pokémon in your bag with a 100 percent IV. This is great to see them all in one place, and you might find a Pokémon or two that you didn't realize were 45 IV. What do you think of Pokémon Go's new evaluation feature? Let us know in the
comments section below. There's a new series of updates in the mix of Pokemon GO today, and we have a full report here for you – including a chart for the new review system! The July 2019 review system update changes the way we use the game to get a deeper understanding of each Pokemon. Since the beginning
of Pokemon GO, there have been third-party apps that have gone the extra mile to identify IV numbers in Pokemon, indicating their literal range and location in this area. Finally, three years later, Niantic just baked that functionality into the game. Niantic's recently updated evaluation system update requires the same end
player as the original. All you have to do is open one Pokemon and tap on the three-line button in the lower right corner. This button displays several options, one of which is Evaluation! Tap Evaluation to tell your team leader what's tinning. Skill bars: Offense, Defense, HP The new evaluation system includes three-bar
set. There is attack, defense and HP (all of which also appear in Pokemon in general). Each of the three categories has a bar with three sections. These three parts are further divided into five levels, giving you a total of 15 levels for one of the three skill categories where Pokemon can be categorized. Take a look at the
following example and see how well my Wheezing prices are: Wheezing is a pathetic example of a fighting Pokemon, but he's excellent at having one huge number of hit points. He's got Mass going on to be sure. Both his offense and defense are 7 years old, and his HP is 15 years old. My Snorlax (called Supersnacker)
is almost as perfect as Snorlax can get. He has a full offense, full defense, full HP and a three-star rating. Each star rating has a hidden area, starting at 100%. Star Rating Badge If you have a Pokemon with a pink badge with three stars that Pokemon is as perfect as the game can produce. Apparently, there's more than
one different 100% perfect – but it's connected to possible CP numbers, not just skill points. CP is the number at the top of your Pokemon listing – that's where you'll see at the same time, the most important and least important part. CP goes hand in hand with star rating. If you have a 100% (three-star) Pokemon, CP can
be raised highest CP for a particular Pokemon. That doesn't necessarily mean you have the highest weight, height or even the best moves. It simply means that your Pokemon can grow as perfect as the game is ready to let you know that it can be. Stars go like this: Zero Stars: Below 50% perfect One Star: Between 5164.4% perfect Two Stars: Between 66.7-80% perfect Three Stars (orange): Between 82.2%-98% perfect Three stars (pink): Really 100% perfect First (probably temporary) glitch Another new feature in this new evaluation system is the ability to cycle through Pokemon by rating ON. Before you had to sit through a multiscreen review with cryptic remarks that didn't necessarily mean any exact detail , and you need to open the screen with a new time for each new Pokemon. Now you can swipe back and forth. With the swipe, some users will have a slight glitch. If you swipe back and forth too fast, you may end up with Pokemon, which
appears to be from multiple locations or the same location several times in a row. This glitch does not destroy anything in the game, it just appears temporarily. Temporarily.
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